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The South Carolina General Assembly recently approved legislation creating Agritourism
and Tourist Oriented Directional Signage Programs, commonly referred to as TODS programs.
TODS is a program that allows tourism and agritourism oriented facilities to have directional
signing placed in the highway right-of-way. The programs are a cooperative effort between the
SC Department of Transportation, the SC Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism and the
SC Department of Agriculture. These programs are designed to promote agritourism and tourist
oriented facilities in rural areas by providing directional signing from the closest primary route, a
designated SC or US route.

The Department of Agriculture and the Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism are
responsible for promoting the programs and screening businesses to make sure that
they qualify to participate in the programs. The screening process is referred to here
after as “pre-approval.” Because the backbone of the program revolves around highway
signing, the Department of Transportation will oversee the program and maintain all
program regulations. The regulations were developed cooperatively by the three
agencies and are in compliance with the Federal Highway Administration’s Manual of
Uniform Traffic Control Devices. Program regulations are available at:
http://www.scdot.org/doing/agritourism.aspx.
SCDOT’s authorized agent, South Carolina Logos, Inc., will administer the program and
fabricate and install all program signs. South Carolina Logos, Inc. is the company that currently
administers the Logo signing program on interstate routs. Businesses will submit final
applications to SCDOT after receiving pre-approval from the Department of Agriculture or Park,
Recreation and Tourism to participate in the program. The final application will be reviewed and
approved or rejected by the TODS program oversight committee as required by section 57-25-8
of the South Carolina Code of laws. SCDOT will serve as chair of the oversight committee and
will forward all approved applications to South Carolina Logos, Inc. to initiate the program
participation process. The application process, as well as program participation fees, is described
in more detail in the Frequently Asked Questions section that follows.
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Pre-Approval Application for Participation in the South Carolina
Tourism Oriented Directional Signs (TODS) Program.

PART 1: Business Information
Operation is:

□

Tourism Oriented Facility

□

Agritourism Oriented Facility

(Check appropriate box)

Applicant: __________________________________________________________________________
(Name in which business is conducted)

County in which business is conducted: _____________________________________________________

Physical Street Address of Business: _______________________________________________________

City________________________________________State__________________Zip________________

Contact Person(s):_____________________________________________________________________

Mailing Address: _______________________________________________________________________
(If different from above)

City________________________________________State__________________Zip________________

Contact Number(s):____________________________________________________________________

E-mail Address:________________________________________________________________________

Website address:______________________________________________________________________
(If applicable)

Number of years in business:_____________________________________________________________

Please provide a brief description of your business/operation. Please include the activities you offer at your
location. (Attach separate sheet if necessary.)

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Do you currently have a system in place to measure customer or visitor traffic? If so, please elaborate.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
What are the dates and hours of operation? _________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

PART 2: The following Program Criteria must be met to qualify as a TODS location.

Criteria for Selection of Agritourism-Oriented Facility
1. Located in a rural area.
2. Located on or accessible from a paved rural highway on the state highway system.
3. Offer agricultural activities related to production, harvest, processing, preservation, management,
cultural, historical, recreational, educational, entertainment, and commercial activities, services and/or
products to the general public; be unique and local in nature and not part of a chain of businesses having
a common name under common ownership and management or under a franchise arrangement;
4. Have a permanent location and the agritourism-oriented activity shall be associated with a permanent
building: constructed principally of brick, concrete block, stone, concrete, metal, or wood, or some
combination of these materials.
5. Open to the public on a regular schedule and have at least one employee attendant at the activity site,
performing work and available to the public for at least five (5) days per week, for at least six (6) hours
per day (holidays excepted), for at least forty-eight (48) weeks per year; provided, however, that an
agricultural operation open on a seasonal basis may be eligible for participation in the program provided it
is open for business on a regular schedule with at least one employee attendant at the activity site for at
least five (5) days per week, for at least six (6) hours per day (holidays excepted), for at least three (3)
months out of the year.
6. Post its hours and days of operation at or near the main entrance so that they are visible to the public
during closed as well as open hours.
7. Have electricity, public telephone or telephone with published phone number and answered at the
activity, excluding call forwarding systems, running water, restrooms, drinking water, and adequate
heating and cooling; provided, however, that this requirement may not apply to seasonal agricultural
activities, services or products where it is not practical.
8. If any general admission is charged, the costs of admission shall be clearly displayed to the prospective
visitors at the entrance to the business.
9. Be located within five (5) miles of the intersecting route with a rural state primary highway where the
program sign is to be erected.
10. Be an agritourism business qualified to participate in the SC Department of Agriculture promotional
programs.
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11. Have on-site signage that is visible from the fronting, paved rural highway.
12. Have driveway access from a paved public highway.
13. Provide off street parking accommodations with an exit having sufficient sight distance for motorists to
safely enter the fronting roadway.
14. Be open to the general public and not by appointment or reservation only.
15. To qualify a business shall list its location, operating season and hours, contact information with the
Department of Agriculture and have one of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

a reception structure;
a controlled gate;
a staffed reception and orientation point; or
permanent interpretation panels or displays.

16. To be eligible for the program, if an agritourism-oriented facility is located on a local paved road and
more than one intersection from the nearest state route, the facility shall provide written documentation
to ensure that the local government will permit similar directional signs on the right of way of the local
system sufficient to guide motorist to the business.

Criteria for Selection of Tourism-Oriented Facility
1. Be located in a rural area.
2. Be limited to the following services: gas, food, lodging, camping, educational, cultural, recreational, and
entertainment activities, or a unique or unusual commercial or non-profit activity.
3. Be a business or facility that derives greater than 50% of its income or total visitors during a normal
business season from road users not residing in the area of the business or facility.
4. Meet current compliance with all applicable laws concerning the provision of public accommodation
without regard to race, religion, color, age, sex, national origin or lifestyle or laws concerning the licensing
and approval of public facilities.
5. Adhere to the safety standards and procedures that apply to the industry to which the operation
belongs.
6. Be local in nature, and represent the unique cultural, historical, natural or recreational resources of the
area and not be part of a chain of businesses having a common name under common ownership and
management or under a franchise arrangement.
7. Be located within five (5) miles of an intersection with a rural primary route on the state highway
system where the program sign is to be erected.
8. Have on-site signage that is visible from the fronting, paved rural highway.
9. Be ADA compliant.
10. Have available the following public services: electricity, public restrooms, drinking water, public
telephones or telephone with published phone number and answered at the activity, excluding call
forwarding systems, permanent flooring other than dirt, gravel, sand, etc., and adequate heating and
cooling.
11. Post hours and days of operation at or near the main entrance so that they are visible to the public
during closed as well as open hours.
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12. Be open to the general public and not by appointment or reservation only.
13. Unless otherwise stated, be open to the public and have at least one employee attendant at the
activity site, performing work and available to the public for at least eight (8) hours a day, for at least six
(6) days a week, for a minimum of six (6) months a year.
14. To qualify a business shall market its location, operating season and hours, contact information and
have one of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

a reception structure;
a controlled gate;
a staffed reception and orientation point; or
permanent interpretation panels or displays.

15. Be willing to provide visitor information for surrounding area and region.
16. Have a driveway access from a paved public highway.
17. Provide off street parking accommodations with an exit having sufficient sight distance for motorists to
safely enter the fronting roadway.
18. For bed and breakfast lodging: provide a minimum of four (4) sleeping units complete with private
bath facilities for each sleeping unit and offer one or more meals to guest in a dining area separate from
the sleeping rooms and provide lodging services for at least five (5) nights per week.
19. To be eligible for the program, if a tourism-oriented facility is located on a local paved road and more
than one intersection from the nearest state route, the facility shall provide written documentation to
ensure that the local government will permit similar directional signs on the right of way of the local
system sufficient to guide motorist to the business.

Part 3: Photographs

Include a minimum of 3 photographs of your facility with your completed application. Electronic photos will
not be accepted. (3½” x 5” minimum – 5” x 7” maximum in size.) Each picture must be labeled with
applicants name and date the picture was taken.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Please Return Tourism Oriented Facility Applications by mail to:
SC Department of Parks Recreation and Tourism
Attn: George Estes
1205 Pendleton St.
Columbia, SC 29201

Please Return Agritourism Oriented Facility Applications by mail to:
South Carolina Department of Agriculture
Attn: Jackie Moore
P.O. Box 11280
Columbia, SC 29211
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TODS Frequently Asked Questions
1. What is a TODS location?
In accordance with program regulations, the following definitions establish what types of activities,
facilities and areas may be considered TODS locations:
Agricultural Activity - an activity carried out on a farm or ranch that allows members of the
general public for recreational, entertainment or educational purposes to participate in rural
activities.
Rural Activity - an activity that involves wildlife management, farming and ranching, or
associated historic, scientific research, cultural, harvest-your-own and natural activities and
attractions.
Rural Area - A rural area is defined as any area located outside the officially recognized
boundaries of a incorporated area listed by the United States Census Bureau as having a
population of 5,000 or more according to the most recent census. (Note that the cities or towns in
SC listed in the quicklinks portion of the United States Census Bureau website are for incorporated
areas having a population of 5,000 or more.) In addition, an incorporated or unincorporated area
having a population of less than 5,000 according to the most recent census data is considered to
be a rural area.
Agritourism-Oriented Facility - a location where an agritourism activity is carried out by an
agritourism professional or other agricultural facility as outlined in the TODS program regulations.
Agritourism Professional - any person engaged in the business of providing one or more
agritourism activities, whether or not for compensation.
Tourism-Oriented Facility - a location that derives greater than 50% of its income or total
visitors during a normal business season from road users not residing in the area of the facility.

2. Briefly describe the pre-approval and final application process to participate in the TODS
programs?
Depending on your type of business/facility (agritourism or tourism), you should contact either the
South Carolina Department of Agriculture or the South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation
and Tourism to have them review your facility to determine if you qualify to participate in the
programs. If your business meets criteria, the applicable department will provide a written
certification to be included with your official application to SCDOT. You will then need to fill out the
program application available on the SCDOT website, www.scdot.org, under Doing Business with
SCDOT.
As required by program regulations, an oversight committee will meet semi-annually, once in
January and once in July, to review and approve/disapprove your application. The committee is
comprised of representatives of the three agencies, various tourist organizations and private
industry. You will be notified in writing of the committee’s decision. All approved locations will
enter into a participation agreement with South Carolina Logos, Inc., SCDOT’s contract
administrator. Once and agreement has been signed and all fees collected, South Carolina Logos,
Inc. will fabricate and install TODS signing within 60 days.
3. What are the specific criteria that I have to meet to participate in the program?
Criteria for Selection of Agritourism-oriented Facility:
1. Located in a rural area.
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2. Located on or accessible from a paved rural highway on the state highway system.
3. Offer agricultural activities related to production, harvest, processing, preservation,
management, cultural, historical, recreational, educational, entertainment, and commercial
activities, services and/or products to the general public; be unique and local in nature and not
part of a chain of businesses having a common name under common ownership and management
or under a franchise arrangement;
4. Have a permanent location and the agritourism-oriented activity shall be associated with a
permanent building: constructed principally of brick, concrete block, stone, concrete, metal, or
wood, or some combination of these materials.
5. Open to the public on a regular schedule and have at least one employee attendant at the
activity site, performing work and available to the public for at least five (5) days per week, for at
least six (6) hours per day (holidays excepted), for at least forty-eight (48) weeks per year;
provided, however, that an agricultural operation open on a seasonal basis may be eligible for
participation in the program provided it is open for business on a regular schedule with at least one
employee attendant at the activity site for at least five (5) days per week, for at least six (6) hours
per day (holidays excepted), for at least three (3) months out of the year.
6. Post its hours and days of operation at or near the main entrance so that they are visible to the
public during closed as well as open hours.
7. Have electricity, public telephone or telephone with published phone number and answered at
the activity, excluding call forwarding systems, running water, restrooms, drinking water, and
adequate heating and cooling; provided, however, that this requirement may not apply to seasonal
agricultural activities, services or products where it is not practical.
8. If any general admission is charged, the costs of admission shall be clearly displayed to the
prospective visitors at the entrance to the business.
9. Be located within five (5) miles of the intersecting route with a rural state primary highway
where the program sign is to be erected.
10. Be an agritourism business qualified to participate in the SC Department of Agriculture
promotional programs.
11. Have on-site signage that is visible from the fronting, paved rural highway.
12. Have driveway access from a paved public highway.
13. Provide off street parking accommodations with an exit having sufficient sight distance for
motorists to safely enter the fronting roadway.
14. Be open to the general public and not by appointment or reservation only.
15. To qualify a business shall list its location, operating season and hours, contact information
with the Department of Agriculture and have one of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

a reception structure;
a controlled gate;
a staffed reception and orientation point; or
permanent interpretation panels or displays.

16. To be eligible for the program, if an agritourism-oriented facility is located on a local paved
road and more than one intersection from the nearest state route, the facility shall provide written
documentation to ensure that the local government will permit similar directional signs on the right
of way of the local system sufficient to guide motorist to the business.
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Criteria for Selection of Qualified Tourism-oriented Facility:
1. Be located in a rural area.
2. Be limited to the following services: gas, food, lodging, camping, educational, cultural,
recreational, and entertainment activities, or a unique or unusual commercial or non-profit activity.
3. Be a business or facility that derives greater than 50% of its income or total visitors during a
normal business season from road users not residing in the area of the business or facility.
4. Meet current compliance with all applicable laws concerning the provision of public
accommodation without regard to race, religion, color, age, sex, national origin or lifestyle or laws
concerning the licensing and approval of public facilities.
5. Adhere to the safety standards and procedures that apply to the industry to which the operation
belongs.
6. Be local in nature, and represent the unique cultural, historical, natural or recreational resources
of the area and not be part of a chain of businesses having a common name under common
ownership and management or under a franchise arrangement.
7. Be located within five (5) miles of an intersection with a rural primary route on the state
highway system where the program sign is to be erected.
8. Have on-site signage that is visible from the fronting, paved rural highway.
9. Be ADA compliant.
10. Have available the following public services: electricity, public restrooms, drinking water, public
telephones or telephone with published phone number and answered at the activity, excluding call
forwarding systems, permanent flooring other than dirt, gravel, sand, etc., and adequate heating
and cooling.
11. Post hours and days of operation at or near the main entrance so that they are visible to the
public during closed as well as open hours.
12. Be open to the general public and not by appointment or reservation only.
13. Unless otherwise stated, be open to the public and have at least one employee attendant at the
activity site, performing work and available to the public for at least eight (8) hours a day, for at
least six (6) days a week, for a minimum of six (6) months a year.
14. To qualify a business shall market its location, operating season and hours, contact information
and have one of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

a reception structure;
a controlled gate;
a staffed reception and orientation point; or
permanent interpretation panels or displays.

15. Be willing to provide visitor information for surrounding area and region.
16. Have a driveway access from a paved public highway.
17. Provide off street parking accommodations with an exit having sufficient sight distance for
motorists to safely enter the fronting roadway.
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18. For bed and breakfast lodging: provide a minimum of four (4) sleeping units complete with
private bath facilities for each sleeping unit and offer one or more meals to guest in a dining area
separate from the sleeping rooms and provide lodging services for at least five (5) nights per week.
19. To be eligible for the program, if a tourism-oriented facility is located on a local paved road and
more than one intersection from the nearest state route, the facility shall provide written
documentation to ensure that the local government will permit similar directional signs on the right
of way of the local system sufficient to guide motorist to the business.
4. What does it cost to participate in the program?
Approved businesses will pay an initial participation fee ($100) and purchase the necessary signing
and pay for its installation ($400 per sign). Every year thereafter, each business will pay an annual
renewal fee ($100). A typical location will need three (3) directional signs to adequately guide
visitors to its location. A typical location with three signs will have an estimated expense of $1300
the first year with an annual $100 renewal fee every year thereafter. Participants will be billed by
South Carolina Logos, Inc. once they have received final approval to participate in the program.
Businesses will not submit any fees as part of the approval or application process. If signs become
missing or damaged so that they are not serviceable, the participant will be responsible for any
replacement sign costs, $300 per sign.
5. What does the sign look like, and how big is it and who makes them?
The signing must meet program design criteria outlined in the program regulations. The signs will
be manufactured and installed by SC Logos, Inc. The sign will be similar to other highway signs
with a few exceptions. The backgrounds of the signs will be blue instead of green or brown. The
official logo of the appropriate program will also appear on the sign in an effort to establish an
associated level of quality and service available at participating locations.
Each business’ sign will have a maximum height of eighteen (18) inches and will typically be no
less than seventy two (72) inches wide. The width may be governed by the available highway
right-of- way. All letters will be upper case with a maximum height of six (6) inches. The arrow
will be standard highway arrow, nine (9) inches wide and six (6) inches tall. The name of the
location should be kept as brief as possible to adhere to the size limits of the signs. As mentioned
earlier, right-of-way may be limited in some instances, especially on secondary roads.
6. How many signs will I need?
The number of signs will depend on the number of turns from the nearest primary highway, a
designated SC or US route. A typical location located on a secondary road that intersects with a
primary route will need 2 or 3 signs. Applicants will be required to submit a sketch of the desired
signing as part of the application process. An example sketch will be provided with the application
form available of on the SCDOT website.

7. Is there a limit to the number of businesses that can be signed, and if so, how will that be
determined?
Yes. The number of business sign panels per sign assembly will be four (4). The maximum
number of sign assemblies per intersection will be three (3), for a total of 12 available business
sign panels. In the event that more businesses submit applications at a particular intersection than
there are spaces available, the businesses closest to the intersection with the nearest primary
route where the signs are to be installed will qualify. Due to the rural nature of the programs, it is
unlikely that that this situation will occur. The measurement will be from the driveway entrance of
the business to the intersection with the nearest primary route.

8. As for my location signing that includes hours and days of operation as well as interpretive
signing that is visible from the road, do you have specifications?
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While there is no specification, you should consider the size of letters used on the TODS signs for
your hours and days of operation. If you choose to use interpretive signage, consider using a
National Park Service (NPS) standard.

9. What do you mean by “parking accommodations with an exit having sufficient sight distance for
motorists to safely enter the fronting roadway”?
Safety of motorists visiting a location is a key concern. On-site parking will be required for
participation in the programs. When entering a facility, sufficient space should be provided
between the driveway and the parking to allow the motorist to safely and completely make the turn
from the fronting roadway. Motorists leaving a facility should have a clear view of the fronting
road in both directions. Sight lines should not be blocked by business signs or other obstructions.
Driveways located on sharp curves should be avoided.
In general, a motorist should have approximately 500 feet of unobstructed visibility in each
direction when positioned at the end of the drive. For checking the visibility, the position of the
eyes of the evaluator should be located 10 to 12 feet from the edge of the travel way and
approximately 3.5 feet above ground level. This represents the approximate position a driver will
be in when leaving the facility seated in an automobile. Measure down the road 500 feet in each
direction and determine if an approaching car is visible from that distance. See the illustration
below.
In the event that the evaluator has questions or concerns about a particular situation, the
evaluator may contact the SCDOT Director of Traffic Engineering at (803) 737-1462 for assistance
in evaluating the safety of a drive.
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10. Conclusion
While the qualification criteria and frequently asked questions cover most of the TODS program
requirements, specific information is contained in the TODS program regulations. A link is provided
on the SCDOT website as part of the program application. Please review the program regulations
prior to requesting assistance with your application process.
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